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In this proceeding we show that a model in wich the dark matter of the Universe
is modeled by a complex scalar field é endowed with a scalar potential U(lOl2) -
Uo [cosh 

(^\ñt@) - 1] does not have exactly the same evolution equations than
that of a real scalar field with the potential I/(é) : Uo lcosh (A\Áo'é) - 1]. We find that

ii theU(L) symmetry of the potential implies that the scalar field should te of the form
lt. 6 : o(t)dd whil^e the scalar perturbations é -- O + d are determined by the evolution

of gn - Re(e-teó). The cosmological solution is inflationary with a equation of state
< uó >: -L/3 and the scalar density contrast is d6 - Q/3)6cnu. This scenario differs
from that of a real scalar field.

Introduction
ii: .'

is.ulut fields has become very important in Cosmology in the recent years. Ini:; ".;i;::"y"*'*- ' "' J ¡¡¡¡yv¡ uo¡¡u ¡¡¡ vvo¡¡rvl'uÉJ ¡¡.t tJll,E .l ttugtl,l, JciAI D. Itl

{;$articular, one can find the proposals of presence of complex scalar fields in some

i¡stages of the evolution of the Universe, like during inflatiorf , or at late times forming
Fiboson star#. These boson stars has been proposed to be good candidates for the
i!óénter of galaxief . On the other hand, it was shown that a real scalar field could
;;be a reliable model for the dark matter in the Universd. In this proceeding, w€
:::á,nalyze the evolution equations for a Universe in wich the dark matter is a complex:.:
jscalar field endowed with a potential

U(lón -(Jo [.o'h(l\ñ\,60.) - 1] , (1)

lrylth rn2 : (Isns\2 being the mass of the particle. This particular potential has
tá t/(-1) global s¡rmmetry and it has been unlyz"d in both lh" fru*"work of boson
i;ttarf and in the case of real scalar field dark mattef,s

s¡¡
,í,

The cosmological model

will consider a Universe with ordinary matter, a complex scalar field Oanda
ogical constant A. The action is

i = | d^* {,fAl* - *nr, (at a* a,ó + at"ea,ú.) - u0olr) - 
^] 

- tr} e)

hbre ns - 8tr}. Notice that the action (2) has also a t/(1) global symmetry. The
¡tential (1) satisfie*

au - ¡r* du
ao - - dflolr)'
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azu - *2 dzu

@: v ;0o1ry'

#:ffi+lol'ffi

where the scalar potential is U(o):(Jafcosh (^rFo) - t]' Therefore' the

tion equations can be written as

6 - o(t)eie

g being an arbitrary constant phase. This solution is the asymptotic one for

:#;'t:"::*#;;iá'. i"-ñrr",rl*r, for the potential (1) we find that

'ffi(lol : o) - f;uo^F''\sinh 
(^'ñ o) : iry'

"' #(lol : o) :# 
1""'n 

(x'ñ o)- W]
:r^ry_f,ry,

; );i:"lp * (¡,, +Lt)d,ridril
o : a + óittitt" k-sPace' th'

field. AIso, because of the U(l
given bY

Jtt --

but in this case (6) Jr' :0'

3 Lineal Perturbation TI

Working in the sVngh¡gn11., '

6po :

6Po:

The perturbed KG equation

¿'+ zUO + k2Ó

and its resPective comPlex c'

Eqs. (3)' we can rewrite Eq"

"-otó+Z]-le-ioó+k'"-

and its comPlex conjugate
g : gR * igt with 9n,t be

and the equations for the I

t.'
.) 't t'

1

2"
1

%

H2 :? (, *Iu'+ u(d)) ,

L dU(o)
¿¡ --3HÜ-rÉ

Notice that Eq. (g) is not the usual KG equation for a real scalar field' ¡'ouo]

the real case4, one can find the '"i;litt" 
for the function d once it oscillatetij

the minimum of the potential. Th" mean scalar equation of state is ( t¿O 7='?'

that is, it is inflationart'. This result differs f'o* tt'tt one found' for a real sc

9n * 2''



(3)

, we take the Fliedmann-

+ r2dfJaz). The evolution
n equation
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field. Also, because of the t/(1) global symmetry in (2), there is a conserved current

given bY

Jp - ia n-" íú*0,o - oa,o.]

but in this case (6) Jr' - 0.

g Lineal Perturbation TheorY

Working in the synchronus gauge formalism, where the line element is ds2 :
oz ¡-d,ra * (6¿¡ * h¡¡)d,ri¿¿i] where h¿¡ is the perturbation of the space. Taking

O : O + ó in th" ,t-rp"ce, tñe perturbed scalar energy density and pressure are

ó P&: # (ra. * ó.¿) * #0" *#0,
6po: # (ra. * ó.d) - ffic - ffio (10)

The perturbed KG equation is

ó+zuo+kzó..u (#ó* + #r) +f,oh:0, (11)

and its respective complex conjugate. Recalling the unperturbed result Eq. (6) and

Eqs. (3), we can rewrite Eq. (11) as

' 
"-* ó * 2]te-i0 ó + t'"-o'ó + o' 

lo' ffi(lol - "rfk-"ó + eie6.¡

:

fand its complex conjugate as equation for $*. Considering Eqs. (7) and u-iqÓ -
: gR * igt with pp,¡ being real functions, we find

(e)

1) , (4)

, a cosmological constant,

(5)

ons is invariant under the

t) symmetry of Potential

(6)

e asymptotic one for the

we find that

, 1 dU(o)
.l 

- 

_t- z do '

inh (^/,ro d) I
ñ;)

(7)

1]. Therefore, the evolw

(8)

a

eal scalar field. Following
r once it oscillates around

of state is ( t¿o >- -L13'
¡ne found for a real scalar

-1duóp6: Arg** *9R,
6po:#uf*-#rr,

the equations for the perturbations become

P n * 2rt'i* * k' e* . +ffio. + 
f,ah 

: o,

pt + 211,irt * k'9, - *ff : o'

(12)

(13)

(14)
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The imaginary paú g¡ aiways decays. Then, the cosmological evolution only de.l,
pends on the evolution of the real functions o and gp. We can manage the firsti
of Eqs. (14) in a similar way as in the real scalar field casd. Then, we find thai
do: (6pa/6po):(213)6cou, with 6cou being the density contrast for standard
cold dark matter.

4 Conclusions

The t/(1) global symmetry of the potential (1) makes the complex scalar field be-j
of the form 6 - o(ú)eio, with o(t) a real function. In consequence, the scal#'i
perturbations depends on the evolution of the quantity gn: Re(e-itó), ó being
the complex scalar field perturbation. Even if the evolution equations are only for''
real fuuctions, these equations differs from those of the real scalar field case, that isr:i
we do not recover the real scalar field cosmology by setting e -- 0. In the real scalar''
field case, the important features appear once the scalar field oscillaies around the'i
minimum of the potential, and we can treat the complex case in a similar manner.
However, for the latter, we find an inflationary solution (< ,o >: -l/3) and rl

that the scalar density contrast is not the cold dark matter one, ó4, - Q/3)6sDM,'j
as it happens in the real scalar field case. This seems to rule out a model of ',

cosmological complex scalar field dark matter with potential (1). Further analysis' :

will be published elsewhere
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